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In this supplementary material, we provide the statistics
of the datasets, quantitative results of ablation study, and
qualitative results to further demonstrate the ability of our
ManiTrans, and to discuss failed cases.

1. Experiment Datasets
As we mention in the main paper, we benchmark Mani-

Trans on three public datasets, including the CUB [5], Ox-
ford [2] and COCO [1] datasets. The number of images and
the number of captions per image of each dataset are listed
in Table 1. The CUB and Oxford are two datasets about
birds and flowers respectively. While there are at least 80
categories of objects with different shape structures and ap-
pearances on COCO images. Thus, COCO is a more com-
plicated dataset than CUB and Oxford, not only in model
understanding the correspondence between the image and
text, but also in image manipulation on the entity level.

Dataset #images #captions/image

CUB [5] train 8855 10test 2933

Oxford [2] train 7034 10test 1155

COCO [1] train 80k 5test 40k

Table 1. Statistics of datasets.

2. Quantitative Results of Ablation Study
Effects of Vision Guidance. Vision guidance aims to pro-
vide prior structures of entities and to make our model bet-
ter generate the appearance of entities. Without such prior
from vision guidance, our model generates entirely differ-
ent entities, such as shown in Fig. 2 - Fig. 6. In Table 2,
we present the quantitative results of our ManiTrans with
and without vision guidance on CUB. Two semantic met-
rics, CLIP-score and R@10, are higher without vision guid-
ance. The other two image quality metrics, IS and L2-error,

Vision Guidance IS CLIP-score R@10 L2-error

✓ 5.02 ± 0.11 23.56 34.82 0.01

– 4.98 ± 0.06 24.02 42.61 0.02

Table 2. Quantitative results on CUB w/ or w/o vision guidance.

SL SAM IS CLIP-score R@10 L2-error

✓ ✓ 5.02 ± 0.11 23.56 34.82 0.01

✓ - 4.93 ± 0.08 23.53 32.89 0.01

- ✓ 5.01 ± 0.09 22.19 16.06 0.01

Table 3. Quantitative results on CUB. “SL” and “SAM” are for
semantic loss and semantic alignment module, respectively.

are still competitive without the prior information by vision
guidance.
Effects of Semantic Loss. Table 3 shows the quantitative
results of the ablation study on semantic loss (SL). With SL,
our ManiTrans achieves a higher CLIP-score and R@10,
which demonstrates that SL helps the model improve the
relevance between the manipulated images and text guides.
Effects of Semantic Alignment Module. Table 3 com-
pares the quantitative metrics when we apply the seman-
tic alignment module (SAM) in the inference phase or not
(i.e. word-path alignment). All the semantic metrics (CLIP-
score, R@10) and image quality metrics (IS, L2-error) are
better with SAM. This suggests the manipulated images by
SAM are more realistic and more consistent with the text
semantics.

3. Comparison with StyleCLIP

StyleCLIP [3] is one pioneer work on style transfer.
However, StyleCLIP is more focused on faces, rather than
nature images in our paper. In Fig. 1, we provide a qualita-
tive comparison with the global direction method of Style-
CLIP, whose results are generated with official codes &
models from StyleCLIP and StyleGAN2. StyleCLIP edits
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the latent of image inverted from e4e [4], whose content is
different from the original image as shown in Fig. 1. Fur-
thermore, we achieve better manipulation on the tower.

4. Additional Qualitative Results
We provide more qualitative results on CUB (Fig. 2),

Oxford (Fig. 3), COCO (Fig. 4, Fig. 5), and a bi-directional
entity transformation between bird and flower (Fig. 6). The
prompt words of CUB and Oxford are “bird” and “flower”.
Almost all the prompt words of COCO are the nouns of
their text and we will state the prompt words for special ex-
amples.

5. Additional Failed Cases
We additionally present and discuss failed cases on the

CUB (Fig. 7), Oxford (Fig. 8) and COCO (Fig. 9), where
the black patches in the Masked Patch are the selected en-
tity tokens by our semantic alignment module, to be manip-
ulated, roughly reflected on the original image.



Inversion from e4e latent StyleCLIPOriginal Image ManiTransText

A blue horse.

A yellow tower.

Figure 1. Comparision with StyleCLIP.

Original Image

ManiTrans w/ 
vision guidance

Text

ManiTrans w/o 
vision guidance

A small bird with a yellow abdomen,  
black back and head, with a sharp bill.

This is a bird with a white belly and breast  
and a blue back and head.

This small bird has an orange body  
and a black head.

Figure 2. Our manipulation results w/ and w/o vision guidance on CUB.



Original Image

ManiTrans w/ 
vision guidance

Text

ManiTrans w/o 
vision guidance

This flower has petals that are  
red and has yellow stamen.

This flower has petals that  
are white with yellow stamen.

This flower has petals that  
are blue and has green stamen.

Figure 3. Our manipulation results w/ and w/o vision guidance on Oxford.

Original Image

ManiTrans w/ 
vision guidance

Text

ManiTrans w/o 
vision guidance

A blue vase. Purple flowers. A blue vase.  
Purple flowers Blue sky. Beach. Blue sky.

Beach.

Figure 4. Our manipulation results w/ and w/o vision guidance on COCO. Our ManiTrans can manipulate different entities separately and
together on one image. The prompt word for the text “Beach.” is “river”.



Trees.  
(prompt: shirt)

Sandwishes on the plate.  
(prompt: cat)

River.  
(prompt: grass)

Zebra.  
(prompt: horse)

Snowy street.
(prompt: street)Text

Original 
Image 

ManiTrans 

Figure 5. More manipulation results across categories w/o vision guidance on COCO.

The petals of the
flower have yellow

and red stripes.

This flower has petals
that are white  

with yellow stamen.

This flower has  
petals that are pink
with orange stamen.

Original Image

ManiTrans

This bird has 
a black head

and a yellow belly.

This bird has a white belly,
a white crown,

and white wings.

A bird is orange and
black in colour, with a blue
crown  and black eye rings.

Text

Figure 6. Our manipulation results from bird to flower and flower to bird.



Original Image Masked Patch ManiTrans w/
vision guidance

Text

This bird has  
an orange crown  

as well as a black bill.

ManiTrans w/o
vision guidance

This small bird  
has a blue crown  
and white body.

Entity  
Segmentation

Figure 7. Our failed cases on CUB. The first row shows a failed case when without vision guidance. With the entity shape information of
vision guidance, our ManiTrans can manipulate the whole bird according to the text. While, without the entity shape information across the
two-part segmentation, ManiTrans only generates a bird head within the limited right part region. The second row shows a failed case in
preserving the background when without vision guidance. The bird with a white belly of the second row is difficult to be discriminated with
the bright leaves, and the entity segmentation recognizes the whole image as an entity. Thus, without the vision guidance, our ManiTrans
did a generation task and lost the original background. Most failed cases on CUB happen in these two situations.

Original Image Masked Patch ManiTrans w/
vision guidanceText

This flower has petals
that are purple with

white stamen.

The petals of the
flower are color yellow

with red stripes.

ManiTrans w/o
vision guidance

Entity  
Segmentation

Figure 8. Our failed cases on Oxford. Most failed cases for flower manipulation fail in background preservation, for the flowers in Oxford
are too large and difficult to discriminate with the background, especially the background of green leaves. Here two examples change the
background and the flower at the same time, either with vision guidance or not.



Original Image Masked Patch ManiTrans w/
vision guidanceText

A brown zebra.

ManiTrans w/o
vision guidance

Entity  
Segmentation

Figure 9. Our failed cases on COCO. Here we aim to manipulate one zebra on the image. However, confused by another preserved zebra
next to the tokens to be manipulated, ManiTrans generates a brown body for the nearest zebra instead of generating a whole brown zebra.
To manipulate an entity that is overlapped by other entities in the same category is to be improved.
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